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QUESTION 1

You have a customer who has set up a 5 GB full-size instant snapshot volume on one of his file servers. The data
replicated into the snapshot is a combination of code and content elements, which serves as a rapid recovery
mechanism in case of a corruption in a new build installed on the server. The customer tells you that the snapshot is
working correctly, but that the time it takes to refresh the snapshot is unusually longer than expected. The customer is
expecting you to resolve this problem. 

How should you resolve this problem? 

A. Recreate the snapshot as a space-optimized instant snapshot 

B. Use "vxsnap prepare" on the source volume, then remove and recreate the snapshot 

C. Use vxassist addlog logtype=dco to enable FastResync on the volume 

D. Recreate the snapshot as a traditional third-mirror break-off snapshot 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is attempting to uninstall a version 11.6 DLP Agent, but the uninstall password fails to remove the
agent. The group who set the initial password is unavailable. Which two options are available to address the password
issue? (Select two.) 

A. manually uninstall the agent by stopping the EDPA and WDP services, then remove all related program files 

B. upgrade the agent to version 12 with a newly generated UninstallPasswordKey 

C. reboot and login to Safe Mode and use Add / Remove Programs to uninstall the Agent 

D. contact Symantec Support to obtain the Clean Agent tool 

E. use Regedit.exe and delete the related Endpoint registry entries 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

In System Overview, the status of a detection server is shown as \\'unknown\\'. Examination of the detection server
reveals all Vontu services are running. 

Which port is blocked and causing the server to be in the \\'unknown\\' state? 

A. 443 

B. 8000 

C. 8100 
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D. 8300 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A DLP administrator needs to inspect HTTP traffic using a Network Monitor, including data pushed up to the web and
data pulled down from the web. 

Which configuration changes should the administrator make under the advanced server settings to include all cases? 

A. L7.processGets=false, PacketCapture.DISCARD_HTTP_GET=true, L7.minSizeofGetURL=1000 

B. L7.processGets=true, PacketCapture.DISCARD_HTTP_GET=true, L7.minSizeofGetURL=100 

C. L7.processGets=false, PacketCapture.DISCARD_HTTP_GET=false, L7.minSizeofGetURL=10 

D. L7.processGets=true, PacketCapture.DISCARD_HTTP_GET=false, L7.minSizeofGetURL=10 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A network administrator needs to be notified if someone attempts to tamper with or shut down the VPN connection on
an iPad or iPhone. Which product should the administrator use to configure the notification alert? 

A. Mobile Email Monitor 

B. Mobile Device Management 

C. Network Prevent 

D. Mobile Prevent 

Correct Answer: B 
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